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July 29th 2013: Family Caregivers Business Goes to the
Dogs with Healthcare Bureaucracy
Jim Tessman is a managing partner
atwww.healthwellnessdepot.com. His partner, Errol
Shardelow, is a Bio Feedback therapist with an Advanced
Diploma in Electronics. They share their personal stories and
describe Health Wellness Depot. They explain PetPulse, their
device for animals in pain. They identify obstacles to be
overcome if the scientific principles that underpin PetPulse are
to be made available in devices for humans, and the benefits
that could be expected. They describe devices already
available for humans that work on scientific principles similar
to those for PetPulse, and discuss
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Jim Tessman
Jim Tessman is a managing partner and the marketing specialist at Health Wellness
Depot North America, based on Vancouver Island in British Columbia. With a keen eye
on the future of healthcare and the changes that are quickly developing in user
demands and regulations, he’s moving Health Wellness Depot into a strong position
to make new types of products available in North America. Pain management is the
company's focus, as it can be so devastating to the one suffering as well as the entire
family. He’s collaborated with his business partner, Errol Shardelow, for nearly 7 years.
The product he’s most excited about right now is PetPulse, a ‘fantastic’ item out of the
UK that reduces pain and
Read more

Errol Shardelow
Errol Shardelow, eshardelow@gmail.com, has been involved in electronics since
1975. He received his Advanced Diploma in Electronics in 1977, and his Diploma in
Marketing and Sales in 1991. He is a Bio Feedback therapist, with a Masters in Scenar
Technology (Electrical Impulse) from Prof. Alexandra Revenko in Russia, and is also
certified by Prof. Revenko as a Trainer in Scenar Therapy. He’s also an Ondamed
Therapist trained as in the use of pulsed electromagnetic frequency. He’s held senior
management positions in Cisco Systems and was Senior Director for Customer
Solutions (Engineering) for Bell Canada. After years of experience in technology he
used his knowledge to research modalities and
Read more
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